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Spiritual, emotional, physical, and psychological ailments are a unifying factor across citizens of the

world. So many people rely on prescription drugs and therapies in the hopes of curing and treating a

host of health conditions but are greatly impacted by the side effects of these beneficial but strong

treatment options. If youâ€™re interested in discovering an alternative method of healing to

incorporate into your healthcare routine, this book will provide you with a concise yet thorough

introduction to the healing power of crystal energy. After reading this book you will understand the

benefits, uses, and qualities of common healing crystals as well as the ability to incorporate them

into your daily life and practices. You will learn of the seven major chakras as well as your auras

and how to effectively promote healing and balance with the use of crystals. Youâ€™ll also learn the

following:â€¢Commonly used crystals and their healing propertiesâ€¢How to select a crystal for use

in healing sessionsâ€¢How to use crystals during your Reiki healing â€¢How to buy crystals and

ensure youâ€™re selecting the most beneficial onesâ€¢The process of programming crystals to

release constant healing energyâ€¢How to maintain your crystals â€¢And more!If youâ€™ve ever

been interested in the healing qualities of crystals and alternative energy healing for yourself or a

loved one, this book will provide you with all the information youâ€™ll need to begin reaping the

benefits of this amazing practice today!
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Crystals are known as lucky charms. Crystal healing is good for directing energy and Chakra

balancing. This book let me know how this healing energy works. This is great guide for beginners. I

learned about classification of healing crystals. This book teach me to heal Chakras. I get

knowledge of how to maintain crystals. I study about different types of crystals with picture like

Calcite, Citrine, Obsidian and many more. This is very interesting book to read and get knowledge

of Crystal healing.

The auhtor has written an absolute guide book on the term of crystal healing, as it is very fascinating

to learn about it in detail. The auhtor has written in this book each of extract in vivid words which are

easy to comprehend. You will find this book so beneficial after reading because here is all secrets

hidden that you want to know.

This book shelters the most rudimentary information regarding different features of crystal healing.

This book is a good start for getting your interests flowing. I recommend it as a good place to start if

you are curious, which is why I chose this book.

I enjoyed this book. It was a fun read. I would recommend this book to anyone interested in this

subject matter.

Magnificent! The book revealed all the practical ways of working with crystals and tips for healing,

spirituality, love, prosperity, mind power, energy, and more. The book gives a lot of information

about what crystals in what can help. Thanks to the author for making this awesome nook for

healing!

I am so excited to have this well written but on crystals. It was able to show me the healing power of

crystals and how they can be used in healing our chakras and auras

its a very useful book that provided all the information and study needed to understand what crystal



healing is all about and how to make good use of its potentials. A small book with a powerful

information for healing.

It was a pleasure reading this book. This is a good book to learn about how and why to use crystals.

crystals have been used thousands of years still they are part of the modern age,Glad to know the

power of crystals.
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